Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 294 K; mean (C-C) = 0.012 Å; disorder in solvent or counterion; R factor = 0.044; wR factor = 0.095; data-toparameter ratio = 11.6.
The asymmetric unit of the title heterometallic polymeric coordination compound, {[CuYb 2 (C 7 H 3 NO 4 ) 4 (H 2 O) 8 ]ÁH 2 O} n , contains one Cu II cation located on an inversion center, a Yb III cation, two pyridine-2,5-dicarboxylate (pda) anions, four coordination water molecules a disordered lattice water molecule, which is half-occupied and is located close to an inversion center. The Cu II cation is N,O-chelated by two pda anions in the coordination basal plane and further coordinated by two carboxyl O atoms at the apical positions, with an elongated octahedral geometry. The Yb III atom is eightcoordinated in a distorted square-antiprismatic geometry formed by two carboxylate O atoms from two pda anions, and is N,O-chelated by one pda anion and four coordinated water molecules. The pda anions bridge adjacent Yb and Cu cations, forming a three-dimensional polymeric structure. The crystal structure features extensive O-HÁ Á ÁO hydrogen bonds. -stacking is observed between parallel pyridine rings, the centroid-centroid distance being 3.843 (4) Å . Zhang et al. (2006) . For structures in which the Cu atom displays an elongated octahedral geometry with a longer Cu-O bond, see : Chuang et al. (2008) ; Ghosh et al. (2004) .
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Experimental
Crystal data [CuYb 2 (C 7 Symmetry codes: (i) x; y À 1; z; (ii) x À 1; y; z. Table 2 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ). (Zhang et al., 2006; Yue et al., 2007; Bai et al., 2008; Chi et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009 (Ghosh et al.,2004; Chuang et al., 2008) . The molecular structure contains both Cu and Yb atoms, with pda ligands bridging the six coordinate Cu II centers and eight coordinate Yb III centers to form a three-dimensional net structure.
The crystal structure contains the extensive O-H···O (shown as Fig. 2 and Table 2 ). π···π stackings are present in the crystal structure, the shortest centroid distance between parallel pyridine rings Cg5 20 mmol) were mixed in 10 ml deionized water. After stirring half an hour, the mixture was placed in 23 ml
Teflon-lined reactor. After heating for four days at 418 K, the mixture was cooling to room-temperature. Green block-like crystals were isolated in 42% yield (based on Yb).
Refinement
Water H atoms were fixed in chemical sensible positions, their thermal parameters were fixed as 0.08 Å 2
. Other H atoms were positioned geometrically with C-H = 0.93 Å and refined using a riding model, U iso (H) = 1.2U eq (C).
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Hall symbol: -P 1 Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å a = 7.7120 (5) Å Cell parameters from 5946 reflections b = 9.2713 (6) Å θ = 2.5-25.0°c 
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